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Description

Days

Currant
Cerise Orange

Indeterminate, tiny golden-orange cherry fruits. Heirloom, indeterminate plant produces fruit in large, profuse
clusters. Similar taste to Sungold.
Hy Early producer with tiny jewels of sweet red 1/4-1/2" currant-type fruit. Multiple fruit on the vines until frost.
Og Indeterminate, these small currant tomatoes have a high sugar content. From Mexico, medium yield of soft-skinned
fruit. A customer favorite!
Og Produces sweet, yet tart, tiny fruit with an intense tomato flavor. Vigorous plants yield heavily. Indeterminate.
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Sweet Pea Currant

Og A spectacular currant tomato! Hundreds of fruits per plant with clean tomato flavor. Do not drop off the vine.
Indeterminate.
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Blush

Og 2" long fruits of translucent yellow that will develop a blush with pink streaks when ripe, high yielding throughout the
season.
Extra-early variety produces abundant, grape-sized fruit. Wonderful, sweet flavor on compact, determinate vines.
Long, grape-like clusters of elongated cherry tomatoes. Very sweet, flavorful fruit on vigorous vines, tolerant to
diseases and heat. Indeterminate.
Og Elongated light green cherry tomato with yellow-green striping when ripe. The interior is a light green with a slightly
sweet and acidic flavor.
Hy Sweet plum grows in clusters of 12-18 deep red fruits. Delicious taste for salsa and sauce and good shelf life.
Indeterminate.
Og Like an elongated grape version of Mr. Stripey, this tomato is red with prominent green striping. Sweet /tart flavor,
nice in a mix with the other Tiger tomatoes.
Hy 2 oz tomato grape tomato, super sweet globes. Prolific plants, loaded with snackable fruit high in Vitamin C, flavinoids,
lycopene, beta-carotene, and other phyto-nutrients. Tomato mosaic tolerant. Determinate.
Elongated light red cherry tomato with yellow-orange striping. The interior is a light red with a wonderful sweet and
acidic flavor.
Hy Very high sugar content, and excellent disease resistance, including late blight. Long, trailing 1oz fruit clusters.
Super sweet, rich red color, high yield, bite size 1" tomatoes in long clusters.
Indeterminate, with clusters of snazzy red fruit, superior sweet flavor. Vigorous plants are crack resistant and will
continue to produce throughout the season.
Og Vivid red, high-yielding, and early-blight resistant. Unusually rich flavor is sweetest when fruit is deep red.

Honey Bunch Currant
Matt's Wild Cherry
Red Currant
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Grape
Elfin
Grape
Green Tiger
Juliet
Lucky Tiger
Mighty Sweet
Pink Tiger
Princess Yum Yum
Sugar Plum
Sweet Hearts
Valentine
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Cherry
Austin's Red Pear
Beam's Yellow Pear
Bing Cherry
Brandysweet

Og Extra large 2" bright red tomatoes delight the taste buds. Prolific and indeterminate.
11/2" bright yellow pear-shaped fruit just keep coming. Great taste; perfect for salads. Indeterminate.
Og Exceptional sweet flavor. Plants are loaded with clusters of 1" red fruits. Indeterminate.
Slightly oblong pink cherry tomatoes with marvelous flavor. Abundant yields on an upright plant, indeterminate.
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Cherry Roma
Chocolate Pear
Golden Gem

Indeterminate, 1" grape-like fruit with an amazing sweet /spicy taste, great fresh or dried.
Produces small fruit with unique color and pretty pear shape. Flavor is sweet and rich. Indeterminate.
Hy Globe shaped small cherry tomatoes. Stunning orange color with very high sugar content and crack resistance.
Indeterminate.
Og Beautiful, 2-4 oz large fruit, deep purple-red continues to almost black. High in anthocyanins, the meaty fruit are great
for sandwiches or snacking. Crack resistant, indeterminate.
Sweet and tangy cherry tomato, starts out as a translucent purple, ripening with a golden glow. Indeterminate.
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Indigo Kumquat

Hy High-yielding plants produce small orange fruit with dark indigo-colored shoulders. Very sweet flavor with a tart kick
of acidity. Compact indeterminate plants require minimal pruning.
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Indigo Rose

Og Stunning, jet black tomatoes with crimson interiors. Great flavor, strongly acidic. Fungal and blight resistant,
indeterminate.
Og Early, indeterminate, small, lush and red, with a sweet rich flavor. Abundant through out the season. Resists early/late
blight, crack-resistant.
Indeterminate, round red 2 oz. salad type, ultra sweet trusses, resists cracking and late blight.
Og Light red cherry with slight varations in color. The interior is a light red with a wonderful sweet flavor.
Og Purple cherry striated with red and metallic green striping. Wonderful sweet flavor!
Deep red and super sweet, these small cherry types grow in clusters on semi indeterminate plants, meaning that the
plants continue to produce on a more compact vine.
Hy Indeterminate, vigorous, bright orange cherry. Delicious and sweet, fruit grows in clusters. Early ripening, thin
skinned fruit is Arcana's all-time favorite tomato.
Hy In the Sungold family, pink, with a sweeter flavor, vigorous and produces well, indeterminate.
Hy Indeterminate, orange cherry. Very sweet, fruity-tasting productive clusters of early ripening, thin skinned tomatoes.
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Og A tomato of fiery orange with red and yellow marbling throughout. It has a wonderful sweet and tangy flavor, adds
another color into your mix of tomatoes.
Hy Early producer of super sweet 1" cherry tomatoes. High in Vitamin C, great for salads. Indeterminate plants require
staking or caging.
Hy Large indeterminate, prolific cherry tomato. More crack-resistant and tastier than Sweet 100's.
Hy Produces jumbo-sized extra sweet cherry tomatoes. Resists cracking; disease tolerant. Harvest lasts until frost.
Indeterminate.
Hy Indeterminate, 4 oz. tomatoes grow in clusters. Fruit has an excellent shelf life and a high vitamin C content.
Hy Indeterminate, improved version of Sweet 100 boasts less cracking. Prolific producer of super sweet cherry
tomatoes. Good disease resistance.
Hy Indeterminate, with clusters of larger deep pink fruit,sweet flavor. Vigorous plants that are crack resistant and will
continue to produce throuhout the season
Og Very early cherry tomato, supersweet with a high sugar content. Ripens well even when exposed to extended periods
of rain and cold. Indeterminate.
Indeterminate, small oval deep pink fruit with slightly irridescent skin, smooth and sweet. From Thailand.
Hy 1" strawberry-shaped cherry tomatoes, very sweet and juicy. Holds well on the vine, resists cracking. Indeterminate.
Surprisingly blight resistant.
Og Indeterminate, vigorous vine yields clusters of mild yellow 2" fruit. Great for salads, preserving & pickling.
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Indigo Cherry Drops
Indigo Gold Berries

Jasper
Mountain Magic
Pink Bumble Bee
Purple Bumble Bee
Sugary
Sun Gold
Sunpeach
Sun Sugar
Sunrise Bumble Bee
Super Sweet 100
Sweet 100+
Sweet Chelsea
Sweet Cluster
Sweet Million
Sweet Treats
Sweetie
Thai Pink
Tomatoberry Garden
Yellow Pear

*

Hy = Hybrid
Og = Organic Seed

175 Schillhammer Road Jericho, Vermont 05465
802-899-5123
Follow Barber Farm Road 1 mile from Rt. 117 (River Road), then 1000 feet up Schillhammer Road.
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